
Dion LAX: Vocals 

Greg REJU: Bass/Vocals 

Gom PILOTE: Guitars/Vocals 

Seb DODUS: Drums 

UNSPKBLE is a rock band from Montpellier, southern France.  

A well-known figure in the Parisian DIY punk scene for the past 25 

years (member of SEANEWS, DO YOU COMPUTE...), Greg REJU 

found in Dion LAX, from Blackpool (UK), the ideal musical 

partner* both having a similar love for late 70's and early 80's 

music. Born as a duet in February 2019 but turned into a quartet 

shortly after with the addition of Gom PILOTE (BETWEEN THE 

ZONES) and Seb DODUS (PORD, SHOWL), the band delivers 

intense, melodic and radical post-punk tunes, enriched with 

melodic pop / new wave accents, sprinkled with noise and goth 

rock, cut out for stages of all shapes and sizes.  

The debut 6-tracks "FRICTION" was released on vinyl and all 

digital platforms in June 2020 via labels Rejuvenation Records and 

Kerviniou Recordz. According to French press reviews, 

UNSPKBLE's music evokes the sonic universes of KILLING JOKE, 

THE SOUND, CHRISTIAN DEATH, PLAY DEAD, but also more 

recent acts like SOFT KILL, SHAME or WHISPERING SONS.  

Since late 2020, the band has played more than thirty shows in 

France and Belgium, opening for MAKTHAVERSKAN, THALIA 

ZEDEK, IT IT ANITA and others. Meanwhile, the first full-length 

album "RECONSTRUCTION" was recorded and mixed between late 

2021 and September 2022, mastered by Alan DOUCHES (West 

West Side Music, USA); and UNSPKBLE is eager to perform it live 

on French stages throughout 2023, like a freezing rogue wave*

before unleashing themselves over the rest of Europe! 

   BIOGRAPHY    BAND MEMBERS 

unspkble@gmail.com 

(+33) 7 49 59 62 01 (Dion / English) 

(+33) 6 65 38 03 33 (Greg / French) 

   CONTACT 

Photos : Miss Buffet Froid 

• OFFICIAL SITE 

• Distrokid 

• Bandcamp 

• Facebook 

• Instagram 

• Youtube 

   LINKS  VIDEO LINKS 

"Live At The Black Sheep" 

4 songs live session 

"JULIE CRIES" 

Live at Victoire 2 

http://www.rejuvenationrecords.com/wp/
https://kerviniourecordz.bandcamp.com/music
mailto:unspkble@gmail.com
https://www.buffetfroid.net/
http://www.unspkble.net/
https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/unspkble/friction
https://unspkble.bandcamp.com/album/friction
https://www.facebook.com/unspkble/
https://www.instagram.com/unspkble/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCk4jLOFuFIQa4jy8bY95XuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fL4zeZ-z04Q&list=PLF8-dqxAQQCHtBPsrZ4RmtnHrBNwY120j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhEBmH7hxwc
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St-Julien-Du-Tournel (48)  Chez Paskoual 

Marvejols (48)  Le Sillon Lauzé 

Haute-Loire (43)  Grange aux termites  w/ One Burning Match... 

Le Villard (48)  Chez Bulie 

Freycenet-La-Tour (43)  Ouroboros  w/ Shub, Tempt Fate... 

Nasbinals (48)  MORDORFEST  w/ Jessica 93, Radiant, Ofo Am... 

Nîmes (30)  PALOMA   w/ It It Anita 

Montpellier (34)  Maison des Choeurs  w/ Mars Red Sky 

Montpellier (34)  The Black Sheep  w/ Rank 

Marseille (13)  L'Intermédiaire  w/ Rank 

Clermont-Ferrand (63)  Raymond Bar  w/ Rhume Carabiné 

Chadrac (43)  MPT La Couveuse  w/ Boucan 

Montpellier (34)  VICTOIRE 2  w/ Princess Thailand 

Bourges (18)  Antre-Peaux   

Blois (41)  Le St Lubin  w/ White Wire 

Paris (75)  Cirque Électrique  w/ Adolina, Echoplain, Poutre 

Lyon (69)  Le Sonic  w/ Rank 

Montpellier (34)  Freakshow  w/ Oi Boys 

St Jean d'Hérans (38)  Rock Dérives Fest  w/ Boucan... 

Besançon (25)  Passagers Du Zinc  w/ Rank 

Liège (BE)  La Zone  w/ E (Thalia Zedek) 

Bruxelles (BE)  La Mule  

Reims (43)  Les Vieux de la Vieille  

Paris  (43)  SUPERSONIC  w/ Makthaverskan 

Rennes (43)  La Trinquette  

Nantes (43)  Duchesse  

Rochesson  (43)  Rupture Mountain Fest  w/ Jack Dupont, Pauwels...  

La Chaise Dieu (43)  La Petite Baigneuse  w/ Poutre, Jack Dupont 

Bordeaux (43)  L'Antidote  

Toulouse  (31)  La Cave à Rock  

Millau (12)  Le Pic Vert   w/ Ultra Zook 

Montpellier (34)  The Secret Place w/ Point Mort 

Nîmes (30)  La Ruche 

FRANCE & BELGIUM SHOWS HISTORY 

   NEXT SHOWS * 2023  
Booking in progress (April & June, so far) 

25 Mars   Crest (26)  TBD  

4 Avril   Paris (75)  SUPERSONIC  

21 Avril   Mende (48)  Antirouille  

UNSPKBLE performs via PLEIN DE 

CHOSES, its own associative structure 

with entertainment license. Depending 

on the contracts and conditions, the 

band comes with its own technicians. 

If you want to book the band, feel free 

to contact: 

unspkble@gmail.com 

(+33) 7 49 59 62 01 (Dion) 

Photo: Miss Buffet Froid 

mailto:unspkble@gmail.com
https://www.buffetfroid.net/


(TRANSLATED FROM FRENCH) 
SELECTED REVIEWS OF "FRICTION" 

Here's a new proud representative of French post-punk 

coming from Montpellier. Greg Reju's bass shows up and 

picks up the corpses one by one, inviting them to move in a 

macabre dance. It is clear that Dion Lax leads his troupe 

remarkably, all with an impeccable British accent (could he 

be one himself?).  

If it has removed a few vowels from one of the titles of 

KILLING JOKE, UNSPKBLE has retained the spirit of Jaz 

Coleman's group. [...] But in spite of everything, the 

Montpellieran crew manage to make people forget the 

imposing references. Ignoring them would be inxcsble. 

   EXIT MUSIC 
   Jonathan Lopez, August 4, 2020 

PRESS REVIEW 

Passion* the record is filled to 

the brim with passion, with its 

minimalist cover artwork evoking 

the geometric art of BAUHAUS. 

UNSPKBLE chooses to reactivate 

a compulsive form of music, far 

from being merely formatted, with 

effective compositions. The key 

word of this first opus is 

reconciling, most notably intensity 

and assertive melodies, all served 

by convulsive vocals. UNSPKBLE 

succeeds in its mission on these 

six jubilant titles, with a reckless 

class. 

   NOUVELLE VAGUE 
   Irle Franck, Oct 22, 2020 

Not one, but two references to 

KILLING JOKE are hiding in the 

sentence: "UNSPKBLE  

finally releases its first 12" on 

Rejuvenation Records".  

No wonder, when you know 

that Unspkble was originally a 

"house band" project of label 

boss Greg Reju, whose 

fascination with the Jaz 

Coleman band has never been a big secret.  

Many are the passages of FRICTION's six tracks which are 

therefore akin to an obvious homage to the joke that kills, 

bass to the front. Since the clock (that of the logo of 

Malicious Damage, label on which all the first KJ were 

released?) seems to indicate 1982 for eternity, the 

uncompromising post-punk of UNSPKBLE will also evoke 

darker things, THE SOUND in head, mainly for the singing. 

WHISPERING SONS wouldn't shy away too far, either, when 

it came to plucking other backward-looking crows. 

Unsurprisingly, the members of UNSPKBLE exclusively 

wear what they grind, which is black. A full-length album is 

    NEW NOISE MAG N°54 
   BIL, Sep-Oct 2020 
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Direct link 

Direct link 

Stream "FRICTION" 

https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/unspkble/friction/
https://nouvelle-vague.com/album/unspkble-friction/
https://exitmusik.fr/unspkble-friction-ep/


The disc quickly announces the color: the 

influence is not hidden, the desire to pay 

homage is real... But summing up the band's 

first EP to only that would be simplistic. The 

opening track of "FRICTION" sounds more like 

THE SOUND on steroids. The bass is grooving, 

the guitar is tense, keyboards sounds mingle 

with everything, forming very appreciable and 

straightforward post-punk titles. 

, , 

UNSPKBLE plays a music that is full of love. 

The vocals, subtly but solidly soul-sounding, 

reminescent of some of Glenn Danzig's solo 

works, give a unique cachet to "FRICTION". One 

would also think of the delicious NAJA NAJA, and 

their more pronounced taste for dissonances, 

less cut out for dystopian hymns and revolutions 

than for pensive solitary strolls through angular, 

tortuous songs... Elegance scratched with rage, 

saturated with fever and impatience... and the last 

of which comes downright - but subliminally - to 

titillate GODFLESH-like tones, for a quaaludes-

infused funk,  deliciously roguish. 

   SATAN OWES US MONEY 
   Gulo Gulo, Decembre 8, 2020 

   NOISY TAPES 
   Cyril, October 29, 2020 Direct link 

Direct link 

PREVIEWS 

HIGHLIGHTS 

RADIO AIRPLAYS 

   FRANCE 

 DETRUIRE L'ENNUI sur Radio Libertaire (Paris) - August 29, 2021 

 MO'MIXMO #8 sur Radio Bartas 107 FM (Lozère) - October 24, 2020 

 L'ÉMISSILLON #22 sur Sillon Lauzé 48 FM (Lozère) - October 22, 2020 

 LE SECRET (Lorient) - June 9, 2020 

 FRONTIÈRE ROCK 100% UNDERGROUND sur Attitude FM - April 28, 2020 

 NOISE R'US #144 "Face On" - March 2020 

 KFUEL "Émission Kérozène" - February 27, 2020 

   INTERNATIONAL 

 DISCOBOX (Italy) - June 17, 2020 

 NEW NOISE (Website) - 6 Juillet 2020 

 NOISY TAPES - "Top des EP, splits, 

K7, CD-R, compil' et rééditions de 

2020" 

 MOWNO - "Trouvailles de la France 

d'en bas", 23 Mars 2020 
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https://noisytapes.com/unspkble-friction-critique/
https://satanowesusmoney.blogspot.com/2020/02/unspkble-friction.html?m=1
https://www.facebook.com/romaincrustcave/posts/1427788447598152
https://48fm.org/les-musicales-de-48fm/sillon-lauze-lemissillon-22-octobre-2020/
https://www.mixcloud.com/LeSecret/le-secret-1015/
http://www.attitudefm.com/podcastfilter.fronti%C3%A8re-rock
https://noiserusemission.blogspot.com/2020/03/noise-rus-144-face-on-mars-2020.html
https://kfuel.org/radio/playlist-27-02-2020/
https://podcasts.google.com/feed/aHR0cDovL3d3dy5wb2RjYXN0cmFkaW9zdmVyc28uaXQvUG9kY2FzdC9EaXNrb0JveC9TdGFnaW9uZSUyMDQvRGlza29Cb3hTdGFnaW9uZTQucnNz
https://www.noisemag.net/unspkble-premier-ep-en-ecoute/
https://noisytapes.com/top-2020-eps/
https://noisytapes.com/top-2020-eps/
https://noisytapes.com/top-2020-eps/
https://www.mowno.com/news/essentiel/unspkble-bilal-untitled-with-drums-avions-trouvailles-de-la-france-den-bas/
https://www.mowno.com/news/essentiel/unspkble-bilal-untitled-with-drums-avions-trouvailles-de-la-france-den-bas/

